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Statement of the Problem 
 “We must remember that our students are innately creative, innovative, and collaborative, and 
that we suppress these things with our control. Empowerment is the key that will unlock them.” 
Kevin Parr, Empowerment: The Key to the Future  
        One of the proudest moments in my career working in student affairs was in the Spring of 
2013 when a group of students, elected by their peers to represent their interests and needs and 
taught to be bold and fight for what they believed in, told my employer that they didn’t believe it 
was doing anything to resolve a crisis that had been making headway across the country. As I sat 
in the room, electrified by the tension of the participants and the gravity of the words in the bill 
they were about to pass, I realized I wasn’t alone and other stakeholders, including other staff, 
students, and campus officials, were looking to see what the student Senate was going to do as 
well. I gave a silent cheer when a vote of no confidence passed, denouncing the failure of 
campus officials in its handling of Title IX and sexual assault cases. Here, in a simple legislative 
moment, was what gave me the strongest reassurances that I had made the best choice in the 
profession I was in; supporting students who had done their research, talked to stakeholders, and 
decided they had no choice but to hold administrative officials accountable for their lack of 
decisive action in dealing with a growing controversy not unique to institutions of higher 
education. While the administration would respond that they had already started to take action on 
some of students’ concerns before the vote was taken and would continue to work to regain the 
student body’s trust on their handling of these cases, it may have taken longer, had the student 
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Senate not acted the way it did, given the hierarchical mechanisms and power-dynamics at work 
at large Universities. As these institutions are used to policies going through multiple committee 
study, review, and approval that can take years, this extra push by students to demand change 
and action is, at times, demanded at a pace that many campuses are not usually accustomed to. 
Many students, during their relatively short periods of campus life (usually four to eight 
years depending on their student level, goals, and socioeconomic conditions), will hold some 
leadership role and/or title on their campus. This may be in a club, academic or administrative 
committee, job, instructive role, or even a semester long group project, to name a few examples. 
Student governments, particularly those that consist of both undergraduate and graduate student 
governments, either separate or combined, usually can be found in the form of assemblies, 
councils, or associations representing their student bodies. And of these student governments, 
few of them are organized as autonomous non-profit associations not necessarily reporting to or 
being an extension of the University. Because of this special designation, they can openly speak 
freely and make statements of issues that can be critical to campus. 
West Coast University (a pseudonym) has always been at the forefront as an institution in 
support of free speech.  It is also well-known for its ranking as one of the top five Universities 
nationally and globally (citation).  The students at West Coast University and the student 
government specifically, are well-known for their activism.  The University’s student 
government has existed since 1887. Like the University, it has had a long, storied history of 
activism and, along with its offshoot counterpart in the graduate student government body, works 
to serve over 35,000 students attending the campus. Like the example above, they have been part 
of local and global social change movements and have gained both positive and negative 
notoriety for their political stances 
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Purpose of the study 
This research explores the experiences of undergraduate students involved in student government 
by aiming to find out how they perceive and interpret their roles as elected student leaders and 
how they choose to exercise their power to encourage transformative change on their campuses. 
Through a series of interviews, I hope to discover their goals and motivations as leaders. As well, 
I hope to learn more about their perspectives of their relationships with the administration. For 
example, I want to learn whether they see the administration as partners in progressive 
developments or as adversaries whose goals are considered disruptive to the campus order. By 
factoring in other variables such as demographics of the interview subjects, we might learn how 
their experiences are interpreted through their lenses. I also want to learn more about what type 
of support they need (if any) in terms of developing their unique voices and from where they 
believe that support should come. After the interviews, I will attempt to identify strategies where 
we can either start or continue to include students in the process of bettering the institution. 
Ultimately, University personnel may find this conversation useful to further efforts of inclusion 
and equity in decision making and result in University policy changes and a more engaged 
student experience.  
Significance of the project 
By 2050, there is projected to be a major demographic shift in that certain states will see the 
percentage of Chicanos and Latinos exceed those of whites. In addition, as expected, if the 
number of traditional college-aged students decreases in population across the country and the 
population of Latinx and Chicanx families overall increases, there is a chance that the student 
population in college will change dramatically which subsequently may change the ways in 
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which we recruit and retain these youth. Theories around student power and engagement may 
need to change and adapt to trends, demographic shifts, and changing realities in higher 
education. College personnel will need to adapt and make significant advances in order to keep 
abreast of all the new developments and not rely on traditional research or outdated ideas pushed 
by administrators whose comfort relies on methods that maintain trajectories and status quos of 
their campuses. Staff and administrators cannot be the font of progress we supposedly say we 
uphold, when we embrace neoliberal ideas and extreme notions of in loco parentis in the ways 
we serve our students. 
Research Questions 
In this study, I hope to answer the following: Considering their unique backgrounds 
(including gender, ethnicity, and age) and experiences that have shaped undergraduate student 
government leaders up to this point, how have these variables, along with their stated goals and 
motivations, helped to develop their ideas and actions around leadership, social transformative 
change, on their campus? How do their relationships with campus staff and administration affect 
the ways in which they govern, make decisions, and assert their leadership in decision-making, if 
any? What type of support is needed to help develop their voices and where should that support 
come? What strategies can we employ in order to start working on these issues jointly towards 
our aim of a student-centered University where input is equally heard and sincerely respected by 
all parties?  
Limitations of Study 
The results of the study may be limited in that the study subjects are or were all attending 
a four-year University with a number of housing options, including campus housing. As such, it 
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may be difficult to apply for campuses that are commuter in nature, and where students don’t 
have the regularly scheduled capacity to engage with each other to collaborate in a more in-depth 
fashion. Additionally, students engaged in student government at this University enjoy a 
remarkable amount of access to campus administrators, autonomy and authority in affecting 
University decisions, including making statements that implicate the University and sitting and 
voting on influential campus hiring and academic policy committees. The study’s results may not 
apply as readily on campuses where student government associations serve more as 




Chapter 2:  
Literature Review 
 
Student governments have been and continue to be excellent models for formal structured 
student leadership since their development and have been instrumental not only in giving 
students a voice on their campuses but also instilling leadership skills around communication, 
influence, decision-making, and self-awareness, just to name a few. Through these deliberative 
bodies, the students that comprise them are potentially granted higher levels of access to 
administrators, academic committees, and University-wide decision-making bodies. However, 
this access is not always equal and can depend on the culture of that particular university, that of 
its administrators, and/or the relative levels of power currently held by the students. 
As time proceeds and student government bodies evolve, it will be paramount for student 
leaders who represent a growing diversity of student communities with increasingly complex 
issues to understand these concerns and work with their campuses to find solutions. This may 
prove difficult for institutions, themselves tasked to maintain its vision and excellence in the face 
of dwindling funds, that instead place more concern on maintaining the status quo or limiting 
provocative activities that affect its reputation in the eyes of media outlets or wealthy influential 
donors. This sentiment to put more effort into more risk mitigating and controlling strategies 
may result in limiting the role and effectiveness of student leaders. College personnel who work 
with student leaders must always be up to date on literature pertaining to or concerning student 
activism and prepare students to embrace this leadership by being aware of current issues and 
trends that student officials grapple with today and develop a set of equitable partnership-based 
strategies to prevent the rise of a university more focused on money and reputation over the 
current and future needs of its respective student populations. 
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The purpose of this literature review is to examine some of the issues that should be 
considered before going into interviews with current student body leaders. Equipped with this 
knowledge, it helps make the posed questions more enriching thereby assisting educators in 
understanding some of the ideas that students involved in leadership face today.  
In this chapter, I will first explore the history of student leadership and how it has 
evolved to what we see as the leadership opportunities for the learners of today. This is important 
because examining the evolution of decision-making bodies prepares us for what they can be in 
the future. Next, I will examine student activism and its role in transforming institutions, how it 
manifests, and the ability to create concrete transformational social change, both for the students 
but also the staff and campus. This is important as student activism is at the heart of why 
students take on leadership roles at their schools and we need to understand as educators why it 
is so important for them to embrace these activities. Additionally, if campus administration 
officials realize the benefits of a student activist mentality, they’ll see that it can produce more 
and better solutions.  When the administration shifts their paradigm around student activism, the 
co-learning and co-development that occurs can ultimately be richer in terms of building trust, 
establishing long-standing relationships, and creating better structures for students to holistically 
flourish and succeed. Finally, I will examine the role of active student participation in 
educational structures, the drawbacks and benefits, and its real contributions. By understanding 
the importance of collaborative student involvement and its ability to enhance the institution for 
all its stakeholders, we can recognize its power to move campuses away from neoliberal thought 





History of student governance 
The relative level of power and access that student body leaders enjoy today was 
practically non-existent in the early days of the academy. 1 May (2010) explored the existence of 
several leadership opportunities and how they at times were connected and were maintained in 
the same period. The need for student involvement according to May (2010) was borne out of “a 
combination of the need for extracurricular outlets, disengagement with the academic 
curriculum, dissatisfaction with institutional rules and disciplinary procedures, and a desire for 
student empowerment.” (Ibid, p. 208). While rebellious to the institution of its time, this was less 
about student activism and more a refutation of the classical rote style of instruction and the 
absolute authoritative control of the instructors and leadership on the lives of the students. 
Campus revolts and rebellions occurred in the late 1700’s and early 1800’s due to their 
instructors beliefs of the learners as a “subservient class” (Ibid).2 Literary societies sprung up as 
the first model of student leadership, paving the way for the “institutions’ first libraries, initiating 
an honor system, and providing a voice for the students.” (Ibid, 2010, p. 209). These societies 
began to dwindle as the institution changed in its mission, culture, population, and values, with 
the allowance of more social outlet offerings and less regulatory policies. Indeed, each 
transformation due to one or more variables also affected the types of student governance that 
sprung up to meet the evolved institution’s need. When institutions wanted students to determine 
their own disciplinary processes, honor systems and honor councils arose to meet that need. As 
 
1 The terms “academy” and “University” as a whole refer to the institution not only physically, but also the 
inherent power dynamics and historical inequities that have existed and define it up to this day.  
2 It is important to note that the makeup of the student population of the Academy’s beginnings were vastly 
different than the student population of today. We are far from the institution designed for sons of White land-
owning gentlemen where absolute power rested on the faculty side. However, the issues around student 
disenfranchisement and University aims have persisted throughout its existence.  
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campus’s classes and curricula offerings grew in diversity and population, student assemblies 
and class/student councils filled that void. The modern form of the student association, which is 
defined by May (2010) as “(generally) serving as the voice of the student body to the 
institution’s administration, overseeing student fees, supervising student organizations, and 
running campus programming” (Ibid, p. 212) arose around the middle of the 20th century. But it 
wasn’t until the war in Vietnam and the Civil Rights Movement in the 1950’s and the 1960’s that 
the level of student activism that we see today manifested in student government. This occurred 
as a reaction against the status quo and the lack of action taken on their campuses that prized 
disconnected classroom education over the learning that was occurring outside the classrooms 
and in the communities that these campuses existed amongst. The growth of women and 
minority representation in student government arguably grew the most and became mainstream 
during this period as ideas around gender, class, sexual norms, and race expanded and threatened 
the arbiters of societal thought which led to the conservative backlash and resurgence of the 
1970’s and 1980’s. This resulted in many institutions exerting more control and influence over 
student associations. However, today’s modern student association advocates for those same 
social justice tenets around equity, access, opportunity and affordability within the academy.  
Miles, Miller, and Nadler (2008) pick up on those formative years of the 1960’s and 
1970’s when “large numbers of students worked together to force their recognition by senior 
administrators. This collaboration among students dismantled in loco parentis, and formalized 
channels for students to participate in institutional decision-making” (Hodgkinson, 1971) (Ibid,). 
However, they find opportunities to create change through students being threatened by the 
neoliberal aspects of the need for money to run the University. With commercial considerations 
outweighing the civic duty and need for student participation in higher education, students are 
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becoming less interested in getting involved in the institution’s commercial decisions as it tends 
to go against the principles of what brought them to the academy in the first place (Ibid). While 
the survey conveyed by the authors is modern, they hearken back to the formative activist days 
where students desired to “construct a future for student government bodies that represents broad 
interests and undertakes meaningful work for the welfare of the current and future generations of 
college students.” (Ibid) This sounds like a simple commonsense directive, but with the 
encroachment of moneyed interests that see students more as objects that can be exploited, 
preyed upon, and manipulated, students have to fight for a University that represents their 
interests over the donors.  
Broadhurst (2019) draws upon the experiences of two student leaders during the 
formative years of the modern student government association who “merged their identities as 
activists with the role of student body president” (Broadhurst, 2019, p. 25). These two leaders 
both enjoyed the level of accessibility to spaces and administrators accorded to them by the sheer 
nature of their title status and also tapped into the spirit of student unrest looking for 
transformational change and value recognition by their respective campuses. In response to the 
Kent State shootings on May 4, 1970, by the military and police that resulted in four deaths and 
nine wounded, the two students led teach-in’s, rallies, and marches on campus. However, they 
also used their statuses to secure space for the rallies, funding for travel to the marches, and buy-
in from faculty associations for alternate grading policies and support for the teach-ins as 
opposed to the conventional classroom form for learning. By having dual roles, these individuals 
not only were role models for the students they led, but also to staff and faculty advocates who 
supported student voice and its ability to enact social change. Additionally, they could act as 
bridges for the more radical voices of student activists by raising their concerns in more accepted 
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ways and inspire and convince other student activists that authentic and long-term change could 
occur within a formal structure of student government associations. As Broadhurst (2019) puts it, 
“by becoming involved formally in campus governance structures, students have the potential of 
not only strengthening their dedication to social justice and leadership skills, but also inspiring 
other students to follow in their steps” (Ibid, p. 34).  
Student Activism 
It is that enduring sense of activism that drives the modern student leader of today. The 
next set of authors explore how student activism affects the students as well as the actors in the 
institution in addition to the institution itself. Instead of seeing activism as a form of unrest that 
requires protest management, disciplinary boundaries, and conduct penalties, the researchers 
challenge that view and explore the issues around it that reframe it around an alternative form of 
education and self-growth.  
Levine (2019) explores in his article lessons learned from those times using an essay by 
Dr Martin Luther King, Jr. as a seminal document for youth looking to make transformative 
social change as part of their movements. Namely, Levine focuses on King’s use of the term 
“sacrifice” as the form of engagement to support that action. Through sacrifice, “the movement 
therefore gives to its participants a double education - academic learning from books and classes, 
and life’s lessons from responsible participation in social action” (King, Jr., 1961) (Ibid, p, 8) 
However, Levine notes that “institutions will predictably resist more radical transformations. 
They are not movements, they are targets of movements” (Ibid, p. 9). The author wants to change 
the institution’s commonly held perception of the student activist as an adversary. This requires 
sacrifice and movement towards a model where the educator should be supportive of the 
student’s self-developmental actions and beliefs through teaching, modeling self-care (over 
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sacrifice), reflection, and openness to change. By providing these avenues for learning, as well as 
alternative methods for those choosing not to get involved, schools and educators are actually 
embracing the reasons of why the institution exists in the first place - to help all learn, grow, and 
develop rational opinions of thoughtfulness and diverse views.   
Stewart and Quaye (2019) view student activism through a different lens while 
supporting similar benefits that the previous author brought up. By using role theory, the two 
examine the impact of efforts of those who, whether through discrimination or positionality, are 
not the face of movements but are the foundations and backbones for the movements and their 
leaders to build upon. In particular, Stewart and Quaye, examine bridge leadership, and how 
black women supported the male leaders of the civil rights movements due to exclusionary 
enforced gender social constructs. If we view bridge leaders as just as important but 
marginalized in movements, this could also apply to activists who are also marginalized by other 
variables. This includes, according to the authors, those who lacked formal or college education, 
gay people, and non-ministers. This article highlights the fact that leaders are not just the face of 
organizations, but play just as important if not more so roles behind the scenes among the 
members and driving the message of their causes through other avenues not employed by their 
more discernible movement leaders. A student leader can greatly benefit from a policy intern that 
not only helps them to draft legislation but also solicits thought and commentary from the 
powerful movement-based student organization they belong to. Stewart and Quaye (2019) argue 
the need for educators to recognize these non-traditional forms of engagement and find ways to 
support them as well, as these individuals are just as important and deserve just as much energy 
devoted to them as their more visible counterparts.  
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Evans and Lange (2019) explore student activism through a different theoretical lens that 
provides useful practices to support their pursuits. They employ appreciative inquiry that as a 
process, “is grounded in constructivist views that conceptualize reality and knowledge as socially 
constructed through dialectic, symbolic, and mental processes” (Evans & Lange, 2019, p. 68). 
By using this approach, educators and supportive staff can use appreciative inquiry to facilitate 
change and develop new processes and procedures that support those changes. Through an 
understanding of their experiences working with student activists, they suggest a number of best 
practices to engage and support these individuals. In addition to building relationships, being 
present, and making connections, the authors also stress the need that staff have power that can 
be leveraged to magnify students’ stories, make connections with administrators, and help them 
see and make connections of their actions to the institution’s values. This is because “supporting 
student activists aligns with our institutional missions” (Ibid, p. 74). It is not defiance that is 
being supported, it is awareness, understanding, and learning that is being emphasized, which 
leads to deeper connections between students and administrators and a higher chance that change 
can occur.  
Linder (2019) accurately identifies common problems when institutional leaders unfairly 
distinguish “leaders” from “activists” in terms of their respect and support. Instead of rabble 
rousing, Linder (2019) encourages activism to be seen as a way “to seek to interrupt the status 
quo to create change that benefits more people, especially people with limited access to power” 
(Ibid, p. 89). In addition, Linder (2019) notes that students of color engage in these more 
informal forms of leadership, as they are often excluded out of formal structures by the 
administrators, and are often supported by already stretched “minoritized educators” through 
covert means to not endanger their positions, assuming they are not in the higher level leadership 
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roles. Instead, Linder argues, we need to embrace student activism at the academy in a number of 
ways, by way of re-envisioning leadership, helping to navigate bureaucracies, and working with 
students towards desired outcomes. Through support, all become stronger, including the 
institution, and there is no line between exercised leadership skills at activist events.  
Through these different avenues of leadership as well as skills learned through activism, 
students have a high potential of making a discernible difference in changing their institutions. 
But being able to accomplish that may have a lot to do with the culture and type of institution as 
well as country-cultural differences and administrator feelings around power and control.  
Student Government and Participation in University Governance 
While all institutions have a form of group or club that purports to be focused on student 
leadership, not all freely grant students the ability to either observe the inner workings of the 
academy or be a part of decision making for its direction. By differing degrees, the various levels 
of permitted participation can affect the mindsets of the participants and the efficacy of 
initiatives employed on the campuses. Researchers Motley and Corts examined how student 
government functioned on their studied campuses and helped to spotlight ways students are 
impacted by decisions made around student governance.  
In Motley and Corts’ (1996) case study, a relationship between a student government 
association president and a University president is examined. The authors utilize the concept of 
CQI or Continuous Quality Improvement to examine how both presidents used this idea to build 
upon their strengths, deepen their professional working relationships, and work closely to better 
the University for its denizens. Through their cooperation and utilizing CQI and other 
organizational theories, the student government were able to identify processes, standards, and a 
strong vision to guide their work. On the University side, the president took steps to make sure 
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the student government was involved, by fashioning them into focus groups to evaluate aspects 
of the University and to be the “voice of the student-customers” (Motley & Corts, 1996, p. 29). 
This exemplified the possibilities presented when student government association and University 
administration are viewed equally by both parties and given equal weight in terms of cooperation 
and trust. Reforms and breakthroughs could not exist unless both sides were able to set aside 
major hesitation and ego and work toward unfettered transformative goals.  
Goals and motivations were explored in Miles’ (2011) survey of student body presidents 
and their views on their tenures. Thirteen male and female students from a diverse mix of 
institution types participated in open-ended interviews in self-selected locations and without 
other staff and student present, allowing for deep meaningful conversations. The themes that 
emerged were the student-advisor relationship, the importance of experiential learning, and ways 
in which they looked to serve their peer constituents. As these were undergraduate students, their 
connection with their advisors as well as with University leaders was critically important as they 
were developing their leadership skills and respect was necessary in order to feel confident and 
gain trust. As one interviewee put it, “The Director of Student Life and the Vice President for 
Student Affairs know that sometimes I disagree with them, but I still respect them and support 
them. You just have to or there would be a breakdown in the infrastructure” (Miles, 2011). The 
student assumes a certain system is in place and makes the assumption that success comes from a 
system of trust and respect. Another important takeaway is the critical role the advisor plays in 
helping the student navigate governance and develop their skills. Miles (2011) puts the emphasis 
on advisors to change the structure aspects and processes in order to facilitate that growth. From 
the interviews, another potential strategy on the campus side is to have co-advisors for the 
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student, such as another faculty member or administrative leader so that the student can benefit 
from different perspectives and working styles.  
Andersson (2019) examined the efficacy of student councils in Sweden and how the 
power structure dictated the epistemological beliefs of its participants, both from the student and 
teacher side. Utilizing the pedagogical political participation model, or 3P-M, that he developed,  
the researcher found that due to the heavy handed and non-leadership sharing tactics and 
influences of the teachers, the students in the class councils found their participation to be 
aimless, unfulfilling, and an unreliable ways to make change happen at their schools. As the 
teachers held all the power, they treated the councils as a set of captive vessels to disseminate 
information and to share it with their peers as opposed to an independent-thinking body that 
could be trusted to help the schools develop. While the students in this case were not in higher 
education and this was not a United States-based study, Andersson’s key conclusion holds true, 
that “formal student participation in school needs a political culture that includes and facilitates a 
multitude of democratic experiences and a range of different types of political participation that 
are adapted to situation and context...When students are able to influence and participate in 
decision-making, they will also be able to strengthen their capacity to act collectively and, thus, 
learn how to practice democracy” (Ibid, p 163).    
Lizzio and Wilson (2009) shared similar thoughts in their Australian study based on their 
interviews with twenty students at a single University. Using role theory as their base model for 
investigation, these students were invited to rate and review their feelings on their role efficacy 
as formally appointed departmental and school representatives. The authors determined from 
their results that staff attitudes and perceptions influenced their actions and conversations which 
in turn affected student leaders’ attitudes towards how effective they felt in their roles. A 
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resistance to any form of “power-sharing” directly influenced student’s attitudes around their 
beliefs around shared governance and being a co-contributor to the University’s mission. As the 
researchers determined, “student representatives are particularly sensitive to the perceptions of 
academic staff, and that these, imagined or real, not surprisingly appear to influence their 
confidence and satisfaction in the role” (Ibid, p. 82). Without a belief in shared governance, 
attitudes in leadership are affected negatively and impact the student’s confidence that their work 
to impact change will not realize results.  
Summary 
This research provides context in examining how undergraduate student leaders may feel 
and believe as representatives of diverse communities on this study’s campus. The student 
government there enjoys a unique recognition from the University’s governing body as an 
autonomous, independent, student body that, while its individual members are subject to the 
same conduct rules and processes established by the University, the association itself is not 
controlled or influenced, but instead advised by University staff and governed by its own bylaws 
independent of the institution. It enjoys a long history of over 130 years of existence, in which it 
has been a part of historic milestones and arguably at the forefront enmeshed in the powerful 
movements of the 1950’s and 1960’s in the creation of the model of the modern student 
government association. Through these interviews and focus groups, it will be interesting to note 
current undergraduate leaders’ feelings about student activism and shared governance and how it 
has changed and evolved, through interactions with their constituents, staff advisors, University 
administrators, and each other, in order to enact their visions around equity, access, and other 





 Research Method and Approach 
For this study, a qualitative approach was pursued. As I am looking to learn how student 
leaders who take on leadership roles utilize their voice and position to advocate for institutional 
betterment and change, it was preferable to gather their stories through semi-structured 
interviews with several open-ended questions as opposed to a quantitative approach. Being able 
to answer broadly worded questions gave participants the ability of choosing their responses that 
gave them the most comfort in sharing their experiences.  
Two methods of qualitative research were used. First, to learn what brought students to 
the University, what made them consider political advocacy, and how their backgrounds affect 
their decisions, students were invited to provide narratives about themselves. Narrative 
interviewing approaches allow participants to tell their stories of their individual experiences and 
“they may shed light on the identities of individuals and how they see themselves” (Creswell, 
2012). While there were two or three guided questions, participants were encouraged to speak 
freely on their histories and how it may have affected their decision to pursue student 
government. 
Secondly, as these students were all in the same class of elected officials, I wanted to 
pursue what they thought about being part of an autonomous decision-making body on a campus 
historically known for free speech and student advocacy. Did they feel their voices were part of 
co-transforming campus along with University officials? Did they feel this experience was a 
form of activism? To this, a phenomenological approach was also added, to understand their 
shared experiences of being an undergraduate student leader in the 100+ year class. 
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Phenomenological research allows participants to talk about their lived experiences in being a 
public official and find “” what they experienced” and “how” they experienced it” (Creswell 
(2012), Moustakas (1994)). 
Research Setting 
This study was done on the University campus in the Spring 2020 semester. It was 
founded over 150 years ago as the merging of two schools, a private school land grant institution. 
It currently enrolls over 35,000 students, approximately 25-30% of which are graduate students. 
Among undergraduates, 18% are from underrepresented groups (as defined by the University), 
29% are first generation college students, and 13% are international. 
The University is well known for its free speech, especially regarding the actions taken 
on campus in the 1960’s and 1970’s. It was during this time that the campus was most associated 
with free speech, with students both challenging campus administrators and local government 
officials on their stances. Both undergraduate and graduate students demanded of their rights to 
be active knowledge participants and for their voices to be heard on the shaping of curricula and 
faculty and student makeup.  
The idea around free speech has been challenged in recent years, primarily by speakers 
who come to campus. University administrators, staff, and student leaders have had to actively 
struggle with the consideration regarding how it balances the rights of students and visitors on 
campus to engage in activities that allow for free thought and expression with the rights of 
students to learn in a harassment-free and triggering-free environment that maximizes their 
ability to learn and engage in the material they are studying. While part of learning does involve 
the active experience of participative social inquiry which may include dissentive protests, it can 
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be said that Universities have an obligation to provide their students with a safe and secure 
learning environment free of bullying and intimidation which some would argue comes about as 
a result of some speakers brought to campus.  
Interview Participants 
The participant pool is limited to those who were undergraduate student leaders who 
were duly elected by their peers via a campus-wide election. There were exclusions made as to 
the pool. While the officially recognized student government is a body that actively promotes 
itself and is constitutionally defined as a body that represents all students on campus, a subset of 
student government specifically represents and is elected by the campus’s graduate student 
representation, roughly 25-30% of the campus student population. As there are differences 
between undergraduate and graduate student official populations, namely due to their 
compositions, motivations for serving, election methods, and governmental structures, I have 
decided to focus on the undergraduate student leader experience. Another group that was actively 
excluded were leaders of student organizations. There are over one thousand student 
organizations on the campus, each with their own goals and motivations for existence. I wanted 
the focus to be on the experiences of students who were elected by a pool of voters who are 
campus-wide, both undergraduate and graduate, as opposed to leaders who were elected by 
members of their own student organizations. While some elected leaders may hold prominent 
leadership roles in other student organizations they are a part of, the study asks them to 
specifically focus on their work in student government. This is to see if the student leaders felt 
any additional obligation to the student population as a whole as opposed to the multiple diverse 




The pool consisted of individuals who had undergraduate student government experience 
and were full time students of the University. 60% of the Senatorial class were elected from one 
of the two main political parties on campus. Many of them have stated that, in addition to 
representing all students, also recognized they came from particular identity-based student 
communities, like the Christian community or the LGBTQ community. The one-on-one 
interviews consisted of 30-60-minute sessions where subjects were asked about their experiences 
serving as student body leaders. Additionally, they were asked to talk about their previous 
leadership experiences and connect them, if applicable, to their ideas around their understandings 
around student voice and activism.  The one-on-one interviews started with a reading of the 
research protocol, which can be found in Appendix B.  
Recruitment of Participants 
Participants were informed of the study via an email to those who fit the parameters of 
potential research subjects. While the student government advisors were informed of the study, 
they did not participate in the dissemination or recruitment of any of the subjects in the study. 
The email introduced myself as a graduate student at the University of San Francisco, talked 
about the aims of the study and asked them to respond on whether they would be able to 
participate in the one-on-one interview. One additional follow-up email was sent after five 
business days if there was no response to the original request. If no response was received after 
the second attempt, no additional attempts were made. After the two emails, 5 responses were 
received agreeing to the interviews. 
These individuals were contacted to set up interview sessions via video conferencing due 
to campus conditions preventing in-person interviews. Before the interview, the participants 
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were sent the research protocol consent form to review, sign and email back the signed copy.  
Additionally, at the beginning of each conferencing session, the consent form was read one more 
time for the individuals to verbally acknowledge the points in the form.  
Protection of Human Subjects 
All participants were made aware of the study via email and again when they attended the 
one-on-one Zoom interview. The research questions and interview protocol were read from a 
script (Appendix A and Appendix B, respectively) and participants were informed about their 
ability to not participate or opt out at any time. All were informed that their answers would be 
recorded on the computer and that all of their answers could, even though all answers and names 
are held in strict confidentiality and security, be reviewed, amended, and/or redacted from the 
study. For further safety, all interviews were kept on the interviewer’s computer only and were 
not uploaded to a cloud storage device. All subjects were required to sign an agreement, attesting 
to the researcher’s informing the subjects of their rights in this study and their agreement to 
participate. 
After all data collection was concluded, I transcribed the interviews using a publicly 
available text-to-speech application service, Temi.com.  
An application was filed with the University of San Francisco’s Institutional Review 
Board attesting to all of the above-named steps and approval obtained before the study was 
enacted.  
Documents and web research 
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All documents used in the research for the background of the student government were 
publicly available at the time of this study on the student government’s website. Documents 
reviewed included biographies of the potential participants in the pool, their stated goals during 
their elected terms, and information about the government itself. Research also included 
information about publicly discussed legislative bills in which they participated, with that 
participation defined as an active role in either writing, co-signing onto, or having extensive 
discussion and feedback on the content of the bill. Additional content was reviewed based on 
media coverage by the student newspaper, an independently-run student-written and edited 
publication. 
Data Analysis 
After data was collected, all interview data was transcribed by the researcher. After 
confirmation of accuracy was provided by the participant, data was analyzed and an initial 
review coded for common themes that arose continually in the sessions. A second review was 
conducted to consolidate any similar codes and to highlight any relevant quotes that could 
provide emphasis to the participant’s answers to the key research questions for the Results 
section of this paper.  
Researcher background 
 The researcher is a staff member at the University of California, Berkeley, that, prior to 
his current job at the University as a Financial Analyst within the ASUC Student Union, was a 
Student Government Coordinator within the LEAD Center in the same department. While the 
unit has since moved to a different department, the job functions and responsibilities have largely 
remained the same. The researcher has spent over 15 years of his professional life advising 
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student organizations, 5+ of which involved specifically advising the undergraduate student 
government, which includes its elected and appointed officers, its support staff, and the interns. 
He has always been interested in the interplay and dynamics in which student leaders engage in 
the campus personnel, policies, practices, and climate, and how these elements affect their ability 








This chapter presents the findings of the interviews after they were completed. After 
reviewing the narratives, examining the data for similarities and key themes, and analyzing the 
findings, results in this chapter present these themes and present quotes from participants that 
highlight the themes. When this study was initiated, there were four questions that the researcher 
sought to elicit answers to, with the main purpose of the study being how student voice and 
leadership showed up as power and transformative change on a campus where the elected student 
leaders are part of a student government body that is autonomous from the University.  Those 
four questions are explored in detail along with the findings of the study.  
Study sample population 
In total, 3 Executives and 2 Senators chose to participate in the study. While there were 
more individuals that had agreed to participate initially, complications involving COVID-19 and 
its impact on their lives prevented them from continuing. The study participants came from a 
wide variety of disciplines and represented a wide cross section of the student population, as can 
be seen in the following table (Table 1). With the exception of pseudonym, which have been 
chosen by the researcher, all categories are self-identified. Due to the small size of the sample 
population, some identifying characteristics are not attributed to individual participants in this 
table in order to maintain their confidentiality.  









Alex 20 Female 3.5 Political Science South Asian 




Chris 21 Female  4 Cognitive Science White 
Frances 29 Female 4 Ethnic Studies White 
Jamie 27 Female 4 History White 
  
All the participants spoke passionately to their experiences with student government and the 
student government alumni in particular reflected heavily on how it impacted them since then.  
Background experience and leadership lessons learned 
 The first research question revolved around the participants reflecting on their 
backgrounds and experiences with student government and how it impacted their thoughts and 
actions around leadership and social change. All five of them came from backgrounds that did 
not involve any high school student government roles and only one had considered participating 
in student government once they came to the University. For Jamie, it was important for her to 
find a community as soon as she arrived as it was lacking in her high school experience. 
“When I got to campus, I knew very quickly that I wanted to become a part of a 
community that was strong. And I also knew that I wanted to focus on leadership skills and 
…politics related stuff. So, I joined the [student government] internship program and I think that 
was like my second day on campus. I just knew right away that this is where the community that 
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I wanted to be a part of, mostly because it was a group of people who were committed to making 
the campus better for students.” (Jamie) 
 The other students cited similar feelings in that they either knew someone from their high 
school region that was now involved in student government or they wanted to be part of social 
change and so they found connections already involved in student government which led to 
foster their relationship throughout their undergraduate college experience.  
 As they became more enmeshed with student government, their attitudes around how to 
make change and lead developed. Four of the five participants spoke of their leadership role as 
being that of an advocate or representative role as opposed to being the ones making the change. 
When their role shifted to actually becoming an elected official as opposed to being an intern or 
other unelected student government leadership role, it was impressed on them how important it 
was to being a voice for the students who entrusted their vote with them. For Alex, this was 
especially true as she regularly interfaced with University, local, and statewide officials.  
 “I’m the voice of these students…It requires me to be really plugged into the student 
body and social media and know what people are talking about because I often have to reflect 
that back to policy makers as well as people in the media. And I think that representative role is 
really different. But I really enjoy it.” (Alex) 
 Jamie had a similar sentiment about being a voice that students could rely on. “If the 
elected representatives of those students can’t feel heard, then the average student is never going 
to feel heard.”  
 For Bobby, being exposed to many different constituent positions as the elected 
representative to lead all undergraduate students at her institution was key to her leadership 
experience. “…this was one of the first times in my life that I had that much exposure to such a 
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large spectrum of different people coming from different backgrounds with different identities. 
And that played a huge role in the learning process of how you be a good leader.” Bobby’s quote 
represents the feeling of a majority of the participants who spoke to the need to represent all the 
students regardless of their own personal backgrounds and biases.   
 Working within student government taught all five of the interviewees to adopt a long 
term mindset that involved taking a long-term action mindset and focusing on training interns 
and up-and-coming student government leaders to also adopt that approach and build on the 
accomplishments of leaders who had come before and learn from their experiences as they all 
realized their time on campus was relatively short as compared to campus staff and 
administrators who benefitted from years of being on campus and the accumulated knowledge 
and experience. The student government leaders are well aware of this and are willing to take on 
the small wins in order to advance a long-term change, which included breaking down huge 
goals into smaller goals and prioritizing certain ones based on the campus student climate and 
need.  
 “[You have to] keep fighting for what you believe in, no matter how discouraging it may 
seem and how much you feel like nothing’s changed because every bit of work you do does 
make an impact even if it is small. But down the road, even if it’s just inspiring another student 
to take on the same projects a year later, your work that you’re doing matters in the long run.” 
(Bobby)  
 By taking on a “small wins-long term orientation” mindset, these student government 
leaders feel they are able to accomplish this, along with building upon the past and building 




Autonomy and its effect on campus relationships 
 The second question related to how student government leaders valued the autonomy that 
their student government enjoyed and how it reflected their relationship styles. All of the study 
participants spoke very highly of the autonomy and were well aware of its benefits for them as 
leaders and not something to be taken for granted. For them, it was a departure from their 
experiences or beliefs about what student government is, once they were aware of how it 
impacted them as opposed to other student governments that don’t either enjoy the same level of 
autonomy or have their decisions somehow regulated by campus officials. 
 “Autonomy is important. You don’t have a faculty advisor. You don’t have your budget 
controlled by the University. You don’t have your policy positions controlled by the University. 
You don’t have a transactional fear of…[maintaining] good relationships with teachers.” (Alex) 
 “A lot of this work was really as an organization, an independent organization rather in 
partnership with the University, students were doing this all on their own and they didn’t really 
ever ask permission from the University…that makes it very different than many student 
governments that you see at some campuses that are given authority by proxy of the University 
administrator.” (Jamie) 
 “I was super shocked that I went to the first meeting at [another campus] …and then that 
administrator is like super involved in the conversation in a way that I never saw at [my campus 
student government]. They spoke just as much or more than the [student leaders]. That was 
really significantly different.” (Frances) 
 These quotes highlight the feelings of the participants in that they saw this significant 
departure than what they knew about campus government and how it really allowed them to 
freely take positions that may have been contrary to their campus’s positions on significant 
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topics. The participants enjoyed the freedom to take votes and make statements as long as it felt 
it represented their student body constituents at large. Alex, in particular, spoke to being seen as 
a different source of information and not of the University itself.  
 “We’re having lawmakers reaching out to us directly to be like, what’s going on with 
students? They could ask university administrators that, but they’re coming to us because they 
think they’re going to get information they’re not going to get otherwise.” (Alex) 
 Knowing their voice wasn’t being controlled or stifled by outside forces allowed the 
participants to take on a relationship leadership style that they felt was equal in power and effect 
with the campus administrators. At the same time, they felt that it was in their best interests to 
keep these relationships positive to maintain relationships. They mostly felt perceived as equal 
partners in conversations and budget/policy meetings. This led to a relationship style that relied 
on that feeling of trust and partnership as a respected partner in discussions and decision-making, 
yet still strategizing on how best to represent the student body.  
 “I’m weighing [the partnerships] constantly and figuring out ways to give feedback in a 
constructive way and not an overly critical way because I know that us being excluded from the 
conversations would be worse and that could happen if that feedback isn’t taken in the right 
way.” (Chris) 
 “Instead of labeling every administrator as an adversary, it was about finding the 
administrators that wanted the same things as you…and partnering with them to accomplish the 
goals that were aligned with student interests.” (Jamie)  
Support and how it manifests (or doesn’t) 
 For the third question, the study participants were asked what people and/or concepts 
were the best kinds of support in order to help them find and develop their voice as student 
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leaders. To many if not all, support came from having campus staff that were willing to trust and 
listen with an open mind. It was important for the student leaders to have thought partners on 
multiple levels of campus administration leadership from the divisional leader to the staff tasked 
to implement the work, who treated them as thought partners and equals. 
 “We’re treated like equals. And that administration also does a really good job of making 
us feel comfortable in those spaces and feel like they’re really there to serve our needs and have 
our voices be heard.” (Bobby) 
 “[The campus department staff have] been great partners for me…oftentimes more often 
than not we’re on the same page on something. So, we can all work together to do 
something…They also took the initiative to educate me…they just knew I was really interested 
in it.” (Alex) 
 For Alex in particular, knowing that someone was in tune with what she wanted to be 
more knowledgeable about and would be willing to help her through the process was the type of 
support she needed in order to do her job. In the process, she felt this deepened her relationship 
with the department staff. It also allowed her to pass this feeling of trust on to her successors.  
 Chris talked more about how she felt she was a thought partner due to the imperfect 
nature of the work that both the student government and the campus department were working 
on.  
 “Like this administrator, like their staff, where we can include a student who has been 
working with us and can kind of hear the messy parts of the conversation…and it’s not perfect 
yet, you’re going to get a lot of criticism…I’m letting you into how challenging the work is and 
that…I don’t always know the right answers, but I want to hear your perspective even when I’m 
not sure if I have the right answer to your question.” (Chris) 
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 Chris and others speak to how inclusion, even if it isn’t structured and orderly, is still 
widely appreciated and valued and appreciated how that supported her leadership development.  
 In contrast, Frances spoke to an experience with an administrator that wasn’t supportive 
of all.  
 “[He] reached out to me for the first time once we wrote the bill, [saying] you are 
creating a chilling environment on this campus. And then like a couple weeks later I was tabling 
and [he] found me on campus...it felt like I was being targeted in some way.” (Frances) 
 While her experience was several years ago, it was vivid enough for her to remember and 
relay this story with a lot of detail on how it wasn’t supportive for her and how she felt that shift 
with working with the administrator’s staff.  
Strategies for staff who work with student government leaders 
 The final subheading of questions related to advice and thoughts on what they would 
want to share with campus staff and administrators in working with student leaders and help 
them be co-leaders in social and transformational change.  
 “[My] advice for administrators is very simply listen to students. They might come with a 
lot of data and then the institution might disagree with the data or disagree with how it was done 
or make it about that. Or, that’s not how we do things…I want [administrators] to hear like 
however students are approaching you, they’re approaching you with a problem that needs to be 
solved. So, if you can listen to them, you can help them find the solution to that problem.” 
(Frances) 
 Frances’s advice is about intentional listening and not allowing traditional procedures or 
processes get in the way of that authentic listening. It was important for her to have the campus 
not automatically dismiss her data and feelings because the campus’s position should not come 
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from a place of no, but a place of helping to solve the problem being brought up and that 
ultimately is more helpful to students than outright obstinance.  
 “Student leaders are conditioned to believe that administrators don’t listen to them…And 
so administrators need to be really thoughtful about how things are going to get received…there 
are totally incidents where administrators intentionally don’t tell students things…you need to be 
thoughtful about just reaching out because that’s what’s going to cut tension and make students 
feel like you’re someone they can work with.” (Alex) 
 For Alex, she was really clear that campus leaders be authentic in listening and reaching 
out to student leaders for support and consulting as it really helped with her development and 
building trust that is long remembered and passed on to her staff.  
 “Build channels of communication with students that respects their autonomy and also 
it’s authentic and now just showing face…build authentic relations and communication with 
those students so that if something does come up, you don’t have to put up a fence because 
you’re worried that students are going to [do something].” (Jamie) 
 Jamie reflected on her past years in student government with a theme around building and 
rebuilding together in partnership with students and staff. As other participants stated in different 
ways, authenticity, trust, and communication go a long way in relationship-building and 
relationship creation.  
Summary 
From the conversations, it was clear that all the participants were very engaged with their 
time in student government and even those who had been out of student government for a while 
had many important things to impart and discuss. The student leaders definitely had a lot to say 
on how they saw student voice and even how it felt amplified when they are part of an 
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autonomous student government. The last section concludes with the main takeaways from these 






Discussion, Conclusions, and Recommendations 
  
The purpose of this paper was to interview student leaders at a particular West Coast 
University whose student government is autonomous and thus doesn’t have to follow and 
support positions made by the campus. In these discussions, it was the researcher’s desire to 
explore the leaders’ thoughts, positions, and motivations in their time in a position of power and 
examine how that power manifests itself when given the freedom to engage the campus 
administration and its players as a potentially equal partner and constituent as opposed to one 
under the University’s control. Through these interviews, it was clear that these conversations 
with the study participants brought out unequivocal thoughts and opinions on leadership and how 
it was shaped when there are no constraints or fears about how it could negatively potentially 
affect their college career due to an unsanctioned stance, statement, or action.  
Discussion 
The interview findings largely corroborate the literature on student leadership, power, 
and activism. The student leaders largely touched on themes and conclusions made by previous 
researchers in the field.  
When it came to its functions, the study participants largely agreed with May (2010) on 
its basic functions as a body that handles student fees, student organization support, and activity 
programming. However, with their autonomy, they do even more than that, which is evident 
when they talked about what their most important roles were. All participants noted that they 
handled an aspect of one of those three functions, but used terms related to advocacy and 
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representation more than terms related to process and finance, reflecting their desires to support 
student needs and be a voice for students in spaces where their student opinions would make 
more of an impact to how campus policies, procedures, and even physical structures were 
enacted and built. Students appreciated and were definitely proud of their work on these campus 
committees that the general student body is largely not a part of. One participant even spoke 
about being involved in discussions related to COVID-19 and appreciated having her thoughts 
included in messaging and logistics decisions being released. Another spoke on how she was 
disbelieved about her involvement on a capital project on campus at an interview she attended as 
that interviewer from the host campus couldn’t believe students would be part of that level of 
decision-making but found support from another panel interviewer who corroborated that this 
was the way the campus did things.  
Being involved in all aspects of the University was important as well as meaningful to the 
interviewees, which was a departure from Miles, Miller, and Nadler’s (2008) analysis which 
talked about disinterest in the commercial aspects of University decisions. On the contrary, 
students in these interviews brought up conversations around commercial contracts and vendors 
being brought to campus. As they were involved as partners on many of the committees, this 
disinterest didn’t translate into a shying away from those aspects which brought in funds from 
corporate or non-academic grant interests. It would be interesting to see if Miles et al.’s (2008) 
findings would be more prevalent at institutions where students didn’t have as much involvement 
in this critical part of University governance.  
The interview subjects talked about aspects of their roles that bridge student interests of 
all types and campus. They didn’t feel that they only represented certain segments or 
populations, but all students. At this campus, the students largely felt that the more active student 
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activist segments did most of the work pursuing causes and making change, which was a little 
different than what Broadhurst (2019) found in their study. They felt that since this campus was 
largely attuned and responsive to student activism that they could so in a way where their 
advocacy wouldn’t be as welcome compared to the activists themselves. This is seen not only 
due to their feelings of their roles as representatives (as opposed to being the activists 
themselves) but also to protect their independence as an autonomous body and the freedom and 
respect it garners due to its long-standing history as an active campus partner and stakeholder.  
When it came to support, students responded positively to strategies discussed in Evans 
and Lange’s (2019) paper on working with students through appreciative inquiry. When talking 
about staff they worked with, participants discussed positive relationships with those who sought 
to build on relationships, being aware and present for them in helping to educate them, and help 
them make connections, not only with other bodies that could help them but also connect with 
their own leadership styles. The staff member in which one participant had a negative experience 
can be looked at through this lens in which they didn’t start the relationship positively and 
assumed a role for the participant that was more paternalistic rather than partnership-oriented. 
This support style is also backed up by Linder’s (2019) research. While the approach is largely 
discussed as a way in supporting student activism, it applies here as well and that students really 
appreciate support in navigating bureaucracy and re-envisioning their leadership.  
The conversations around support and working together with University officials would 
also support research done by Motley and Corts (1996) and Miles (2011). In particular, Alex’s 
responses echoed Miles’s (2011) findings the most in having and wanting an advisor that 
facilitates growth, help navigate structures, and develop leadership skills.  
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Because the student leaders enjoyed so much autonomy and had so much participation in 
all aspects of the University’s functions, this bolstered Andersson’s (2019) and Lizzio and 
Wilson’s (2009) research on engagement in student leadership. For the most part, as they were 
mostly allowed unfettered insight and support in University governance, they were continuously 
engaged and challenged to be always aware and be a part of seeking solutions. With access and 
support, they had confidence and trust in the University staff and what they were hearing from 
them and were willing to be more amenable when asks were made from the student government 
on support.  
The one aspect in which some participants were looking for more support seemed to be 
pointed at the academic leaders which enjoy their own degree of autonomy and decision-making 
on this campus. A majority of participants talked about having at least one experience where they 
felt they weren’t as welcome to participate or at least be an active listener at, when it involved 
some academic committee functions. It would be interesting to see how this student government-
academic committee relationship dynamic plays out on other campuses that are either more 
centralized or are more welcoming of student input.  
  
Conclusions 
 It cannot be stressed enough on how the study participants translated student government 
autonomy to gains in leadership skills, confidence, and overall well-being. While it was 
presented initially that a topic of conversation would be autonomy, their narratives supported this 
belief throughout their interviews on the richness of their student government experiences when 
they were supported by campus staff and administrators and the student body at large, in addition 
to any immediate staff advisor that worked in supporting their interests while also being 
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employed by the University. Continuously, being talked about as partners, being on the same 
page, and being listened to at all levels of campus leadership was seen as welcome and necessary 
to being able to do their jobs but also was a positive undergraduate experience.  
 Not only are conversations across campus important, but it is also important to have a 
staff member working with student government that can both represent student government and 
University interests in a way that doesn’t favor one side over another. The students in this group 
really appreciate having a person they can speak to freely in order to help them make decisions, 
but not ultimately be the decision maker or being the one required to speak on their behalf to 
campus officials. Allowing them to make those decisions themselves is paramount to their 
feeling of self-confidence and well-being and helps them engage in processes that will benefit 
them now or in their future endeavors. This especially came out during discussions with the older 
interviewed participants as it affected their style of engagement and dealings with multiple types 
of individuals in their post-undergraduate journeys.  
 Finally, this level of engagement will be important as the future of higher education calls 
upon campus staff, administrators, and academics to listen and respond to student needs and 
wants. Having an engaged student government that a student body is more responsive to is 
critical to this future, where they can be a bridge to various campus communities, a sounding 
board for student opinions and potential campus decisions, and an active partner in decision 
making on all levels of the University. Being more involved translates to more committed 
students which means hearing more options and tactics to engage, recruit, and foster students and 









Most topically, these interviews were conducted near the end of the semester during a 
period of transition during a period of shelter-in-place due to the COVID-19 pandemic. This led 
to obligations and commitments around participation and well-being to be affected. It also may 
have been affected by how the students considered their responses, as all by the point of their 
interviews had been relegated to being in off-campus locations for about 90 days.  
Sample size was affected which also affected sample composition. My study engaged 5 
female-identified majority-White participants. With a larger sample with more racial 
heterogeneity, it might paint a richer picture with better results and findings on how backgrounds 
and experiences affected their campus tenures.  
Campus type could also play a role in results. The participants in this study mostly had an 
on-campus engaged experience at a University that is more de-centralized in governance and 
opinion. Examining attitudes on a more centralized campus or a commuter campus might yield 
different results as well as campuses that have either HBCU, HSI, or other type designations. 
Additionally, on this campus, academic figures largely do not figure in the leadership 
development of these students, so it would be interesting to examine results on a campus where 
the relationship between faculty and students in terms of advising and leadership are closer and 
more intertwined.  
Another sector of student government that was not explored in this paper were the 
attitudes and feelings of graduate students. At this campus, graduate students also enjoy a level 
of autonomy but also directly represent graduate student interests in which the undergraduates 
largely don’t play a role in making decisions for. They have a significant role on campuses, not 
only due to their population size but also the ways in which they engage with campus. They also 
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generally enjoy a closer relationship with academic faculty as they are more likely tied to faculty 
pursuits and studies that affect their matriculation and graduation. Whether it’s a body separate 
from the undergraduate student government body or a combined government that has 
representatives who come from the graduate student population, it could present findings that 
speak to the graduate student government leader experience and its differences to the 
undergraduates.  
Another avenue to explore would be how staff members navigate the lines between 
student and campus governance. The degree in which they allow students to make decisions and 
to what scale plays a role in students’ feelings around efficacy, importance, and leadership 
meaning-making. Exploring if they see themselves as mediators, decision-makers, bridge 
builders, or something else would be an interesting. The way these faculty and staff advisors feel 
toward student government leaders and the subsequent interactions with campus leadership that 
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1. What is your name? How old are you? 
2. What is your major? 
3. How many years have you been involved in student government? 
4. What year are you in school? (if applicable) 
5. What gender and race do you identify as? What are your personal pronouns? 
Sample Interview Questions for Student Government Leaders (beyond initial survey questions) 
1. Tell me a little about your background. How, if at all, does it relate to your decision to get 
involved in student government at this University? 
2. How does your experience in student government differ from previous leadership roles 
you have held? How is the experience the same? 
3. It is stated in trainings as well as on the website that [this student government] is one of 
the largest and most autonomous student organizations in the nation. What does that 
mean to you? 
4. How do you see your voice as a student leader as it relates to the student government’s 
autonomy? Does it make a difference to you and why? 
5. How would your role’s decisions and public statements change if there was a different 
current level of autonomy, if at all? 
6. What words would you use to describe your role as a student leader on this campus? 
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7. Shifting gears slightly, how do you define student activism? Where do you see the 
current level of student activism on this campus and why? 
8. How has your level of activism informed your voice on this campus? 
9. If you believe you represent certain campus affinity subgroups on this campus, what are 
they and why? 
10. If you answered affirmatively to the previous question, do you feel your decisions 
adequately represent that/those group(s) and also align with your own beliefs? In any way 
do they differ knowing you additionally represent all students on this campus? 
11. What differences do you see in student organization voice and activism as opposed to 
student government voice and activism, if any? 
12. What connections do you have with any campus staff and administrators? 
13. How would you describe those relationships? Do you feel you and/or your constituents 
are adequately heard? Why or why not? 
14. How would you define transformative change? How much, if at all, do you feel that you 
are an active partner in transformational change on this campus? How often are you a 
driver, a follower, or something else, as it relates to change? If you do not see your role 
as an active transformative change leader, what factors contribute to your feelings on 
this? 
15. Finally, based on your cumulative experience within student government, what 
recommendations would you make to your student successors as it relates to student 
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Consent Form for Adults 
 
 
CONSENT TO PARTICIPATE IN A RESEARCH STUDY 
Below is a description of the research procedures and an explanation of your rights as a research 
participant.  You should read this information carefully. If you agree to participate, you will sign in the 
space provided to indicate that you have read and understand the information on this consent form. 
You are entitled to and will receive a copy of this form. 
You have been asked to participate in a research study entitled Student Government Leaders and their 
Roles in Cooperative Transformative Change on Campus: An Examination of Undergraduate 
Changemakers at a California University  
conducted by Robert Jittrikawiphol, a Masters student in the Department of Organization and 
Leadership at the University of San Francisco. The faculty supervisor for this study is Professor Alexander 
Porter Macmillan, a professor at the University of San Francisco.  
WHAT THE STUDY IS ABOUT:  
The purpose of this research study is to understand how you view your role as a student leader and how 
you choose to exercise your power towards transformative change on this campus. My main research 
questions are: What issues do students involved in student government feel they are heard on, in spirit 
of shared leadership and commitment to positive progressive change? What strategies can campus staff 
and administrators employ in order to start working on these issues towards our aim of a student-
centered University where input is equally heard and sincerely respected by all parties? 
WHAT WE WILL ASK YOU TO DO:  
During the interview, I will ask about your role and involvement with student government in your 
capacity as an elected official, motivations in seeking this role, how, if any, do your identities and beliefs 
influence your decisions. I will ask the aforementioned key study questions and your perspective on 
connections between student leadership and activism. Finally, I will ask you what recommendations you 
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identify as important for either future student government leaders and/or campus administrators on 
either increasing or maintaining the current level of co-transformational decision making for this 
institution.  
DURATION AND LOCATION OF THE STUDY:  
Your participation in this study will involve one one-on-one session that will last a maximum of 60 
minutes. The study will take place via Zoom, on the UC Berkeley main campus.   
 
POTENTIAL RISKS AND DISCOMFORTS:  
The risks associated with this study are a loss of your time and the risks associated with regular 
activities. The benefit of the study is that it may add to the research on the field of education and 
leadership issues. This information, once collected, might be read by policymakers, educational experts, 
educators and scholars and could affect educational practice. If you do not want to participate in the 
study, you will not be mentioned in any documents of the study, and your decision to not participate 
will not be told to anyone. You may choose to withdraw your consent and discontinue your participation 
at any time during the study without penalty. If you are upset by any of the questions asked, the 
researcher will refer you to counseling services available publicly or at the university if you are a 
member of the academic community (student, staff or professor). 
 
PRIVACY/CONFIDENTIALITY:  
Any data you provide in this study will be kept confidential unless disclosure is required by law.  In any 
report published, no information will be included that will make it possible to identify you or any 
individual participant. Specifically, all information will be stored on a password-protected computer and 
any printouts in a locked file cabinet. Consent forms and any other identifiable data will be destroyed in 
2 years from the date of data collection.  
COMPENSATION/PAYMENT FOR PARTICIPATION:  
There is no payment or other form of compensation for your participation in this study. 
VOLUNTARY NATURE OF THE STUDY:  
Your participation is voluntary and you may refuse to participate without penalty or loss of 
benefits.  Furthermore, you may skip any questions or tasks that make you uncomfortable and may 
discontinue your participation at any time without penalty or loss of benefits.  In addition, the 
researcher has the right to withdraw you from participation in the study at any time.  
OFFER TO ANSWER QUESTIONS:  
 
Please ask any questions you have now.  If you have questions later, you should contact the principal 
investigator:  Robert Jittrikawiphol at XXX-XXX-XXXX or rjittri@berkeley.edu.  If you have questions or 
concerns about your rights as a participant in this study, you may contact the University of San Francisco 
Institutional Review Board at IRBPHS@usfca.edu.  
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I HAVE READ THE ABOVE INFORMATION. ANY QUESTIONS I HAVE ASKED HAVE BEEN ANSWERED. I 
AGREE TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS RESEARCH PROJECT AND I WILL RECEIVE A COPY OF THIS CONSENT 
FORM.  
 
 
